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1 Preface 

The Bassano Bresciano Astronomical Observatory[1] is a self-financed, self-built private 
observatory located in northern Italy in the homonymous municipality of Bassano 
Bresciano. The observatory is cataloged with the code 565 by the Minor Planet Center[2]. 
The main instrument is a Schmidt telescope with a 42 cm diameter mirror, a 32 cm 
diameter aspherical correcting lens and a focal length of 1000 mm. The telescope is placed 
on an equatorial fork mount. The weight of the telescope and mount is approximately 1000 
kg. The instrument is housed on the first floor of a building under a 5 meters diameter 
dome. 
The observatory is fully automated and remoted controlled. It can work automatically all 
night without the presence of operators and can be remotely controlled. A self-built system 
is able to govern the step motors that move the telescope, the asynchronous motors that 
move the dome, the flat lights, the focuser and the anti-condensation system. This system 
is based on a controller running dedicated software written in C ++ language. The controller 
is connected to a PC where is running a software for the complete observatory 
management. This is Polypus software also made in C ++ by us. Each software is closely 
linked to each other and to the devices they control, making it difficult to extend 
functionality. 
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2 Project purpose 

The observatory needs are increasing, and changes must be made to the telescope 
movement in order to increase its accuracy and control. For this reason, it is planned to 
replace the stepper motors with brushless motors, position controlled through an Ethercat 
fieldbus[3]. This requires a complete rethinking of the controller that governs the telescope. 
The new controller must be more powerful, capable of supporting Ethercat, with 
sophisticated motion functions. The observatory management software on a PC must be 
able to manage an additional CCD camera to be mounted on a spectroscope and another 
to correct the PEC. The connection between Polypus and controller and between Polypus 
and CCD cameras must be made through ASCOM[4] drivers in order to allow easy future 
extension/maintenance. Furthermore, the compilers for the two software are no longer up 
to date. We think to do a merciless refactoring.  
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3 System overview 

 
For the telescope control system (from now on TCS2020) we want to use a Raspberry Pi 4. 
 
Multiple ASCOM drivers must be implemented for interfacing the new controller, one for 
each type of ASCOM device that the controller implements. ASCOM is an open and well 
documented platform that allows the abstraction of devices used in the astronomical 
environment. The use of an ASCOM interface allows the easy replacement of devices if 
this becomes necessary. 
 
The new telescope control software (from now on Polypus 2) must be able to perform the 
control functions of the observatory even in the absence of the operator with all the features 
available in Polypus 1. It must interface all the devices via ASCOM drivers. Polypus 2 is 
developed using C # language on .NET[5] platform through Microsoft VisualStudio[6]. 
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4 Components 

4.1 TCS2020 

It is the controller able to manage all elements present in the observatory. It should be like   
an industrial controller with digital/analog I/Os, driving motors. It is a sever versus software 
running on PC (Polypus 2). 

4.1.1 Requirements 

4.1.1.1 Telescope 

It must be able to control the right ascension and declination axes for a fork mount. A single 
motor must allow the execution of tracking and positioning. The movements must take 
place with velocity profiles that use S-curves. The movements can be by position, to reach 
a target object, or can be in velocity, to track an object with motion different than the sky 
background (moon, comet, ...). When a motor is not moving it is disabled. The right 
ascension coordinate is calculated even if tracking is off. Parking on the meridian at 
declination 0 is managed. There is no homing procedure. The control can be turned off with 
the telescope in any position. Date, time and position in which the telescope was turned off 
are stored by the controller in the retentive memory, at the next power on the controller, 
knowing the current date and time, computes the currently pointed coordinate. In order to 
perform a PE compensation, it must be possible to add a sinusoidal signal to the right 
ascension movement. This signal must have a definable phase and amplitude. The phase 
is related to the rotation of the motor, for this reason a position needs to be detected on the 
worm screw. However, the possibility of carrying out a pulse correction of the position must 
be implemented in order to allow the correction of the PE from a CCD camera. 

4.1.1.2 Dome 

It must be able to manage the rotation of the dome and the opening of the doors. The 
rotation of the dome takes place with an asynchronous motor that moves at a constant 
speed at which the direction can be changed. A magnetic sensor mounted on the gearbox 
realizes an incremental encoder. By counting the pulses, it is possible to know the azimuth 
of the dome. An additional magnetic sensor in the rest position of the dome allows you to 
set the position. The dome is equipped with two doors, one sliding and one tilting, also 
controlled by asynchronous motors. These open a window in the dome which must be 
oriented in the viewing direction. The possibility of keeping the dome in sync with the 
azimuth of the telescope must be implemented. Dome motors can be moved by push 
button present in the dome itself. 

4.1.1.3 Focusers 

Two focusers are used on the telescope: one for the photometry CCD and another one for 
the spectroscopy CCD. Spectroscopies need also e device for the grid adjustment in order 
to change the angle and so the used frequency range. For this purpose, we want to use a 
device managed as it were a focuser in order to have its ASCOM driver.  

4.1.1.4 Additional elements 
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A light for flat field is installed in the dome, it lights up a withe panel in front of the telescope 
when it is in park position. Light can be turned on by the controller. 
 
A sensor (PT100 thermoresitor) is able to measure the temperature in the observatory. 
Temperature can be read by the controller. 
 
A fun positioned near the aspherical correcting lens of the Schmidt camera can remove the 
condensation on it. Fan can be turned on by the controller. 
 
These devices are interfaced by a “Switch” ASCOM interface. 
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4.1.2 Hardware, design & building 

4.1.2.1 Controller 

Raspberry Pi 4 Model B is selected for this purpose. It is a medium performance controller 
and low prices, has a Linux operating system and is supported by Codesys[7]. Many 
hardware peripherals are available on the market for Raspberry. CODESYS is the leading 
manufacturer-independent IEC 61131-3 automation software for engineering control 
systems. This provides us Ethercat fieldbus support, sophisticated motion libraries and 
communication libraries over IP. It is used for the brushless driving with DS402 profile. 
WIFI connection is use for the communication with PC where Polypus is installed. 
Moreover, Raspberry has many GPIO lines useful for digital I/O connection and I2C line 
where many more complex devices can be managed.  
 

 
 

4.1.2.1.1 Linux installation. 

For Raspberry OS installation the Raspberry Pi imager is used.  It can be download from 
the official Raspberry website, it allows the OS selection. In our application the 
recommended OS is used. 
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With this step the SD card is programmed ready to be inserted in the Raspberry board. 
After that connecting Raspberry to: a video monitor, a USB keyboard and a USB mouse 
you have your own system running. 
Other steps needs to be done in order to complete installation: 

1. Insert pasword for pi user. 
2. Connect wifi 
3. Enable SSH protocol. 

 
Now you have Raspberry with standard linux support. For application where the real time is 
important jiitter genarate by task context switch need to be reduced. For this porpose a 
stronger kernel have to be installed. It can be found at following address with the info for 
installation. 
 
https://www.raspberrypi.org/forums/viewtopic.php?t=250927 
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4.1.2.1.2 Codesys runtime installation 

On this Linux system we installed the Codesys runtime for Raspberry. First step is the 
Codesys developing system (IDE) on a PC. Main purpose of this software is the application 
developping. It can be dowloaded for free with this link: 
 
https://store.codesys.com/tag/product/list/tagId/38/ 
 

 
 
After download ad installation you have the environment running.  

 
 
For Raspberry runtime installation and programming an extra package need to be get from 
Codesys website from this address 
 
https://store.codesys.com/codesys-control-for-raspberry-pi-sl.html 
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This package is not for free but without license it is possible use it in demo mode for 30 
minutes after that it is automatically stopped. This is enough for developping and 
evaluation. 
Package needs to be installed in the codesys with menu command: tools/Package 
manager. 
After package installation with the command: tools/ Update Raspberry Pi you have this 
panel. Selecting Raspberry IP address, giving the password for pi user you set in the OS 
installation and pressing “Install” button you have codesys runtime on your own device. 

   
 
Now Raspberry is ready to accept Codesys application. 
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4.1.2.2 Telescope movements. 

Telescope is moved by two brushless motor with servo driver with Ethercat connection and 
DS402 profile. A friend of us, owner of a company that uses a lot of motors, was very kind 
and gave me two high performance brushless motors. 
These are the motors: Infranor[8] BLS-055, they are equipped with a resolver that allows to 
control the motor position to less than a tenth of a degree.  
 

 
 
This are the electromechanical features: 
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Then we purchased two Infranor servo drives capable of driving these motors through the 
Ethercat fieldbus with DS402 profile. They are XtrapulsPAC-230/11. 
 

 
 
Drivers need to be parametrized for the specific motor and application. This is dome using 
the Infranor software “Gem Drive Studio”. It can be downloaded from Infranor website. 
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Voltage level are left as default, external breaking resistor in not needed. 
 

 
 
We selected the motor model we have; all parameters are set automatically. 
Auto phasing was asked, this activated a procedure for sensor phasing. 
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Position loop is set for minimum following error this is the best for this application. 
Autotuning procedure was asked, this activated a strong step movement for loop gain 
computing. This procedure will ‘be done again when motors will be mounted on the 
telescope with real mechanical charge. 
 

 
 
These are computed control parameters from autotuning procedure. 
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Break control parameter are left as default. 
 

 
 
Feedback position is set on resolver. 
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Following error parameters are left as default. 
 

 
 
Position sensor parameters are left as default. 
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Position limit parameters are left as default. 
 

 
 
Stop operation are set in this way. 
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Position sensor parameters are left as default. 
This assures the position accuracy 360/4096 = 0.087 ° 
 

 

4.1.2.3 Telescope security 

Telescope movement need to be protected against software error and hardware fault. For 
this purpose, a mercury switch is mounted on the telescope, parallel to the tube so it can 
cut its line when the tube inclination goes under 0 degree. This switch goes directly on the 
drivers enable (STO signal) stopping any movement.  

4.1.2.4 Telescope PEC 

In order to have an automatic periodic error compensation a sensor is mounter on the 
worm screw axis. The worm screw is responsible of the major part of PE. Sensor is 
connected to the controller by a digital input 24V. Based on this signal is synchronized an 
overlapping sinusoidal wave on the tracking motion. This wave amplitude and phase is 
detected when system is completely mounted as opposite medium PE measurement. 

4.1.2.5 Dome. 

Dome can rotate on its vertical axis in order to align its window in the same direction where 
the telescope is pointed. Rotation is done by two asynchrony motor in parallel powered by 
220VAC. Two digital output 24VCC from the controller can activate power contactor 
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rotating dome in clockwise and counterclockwise direction. Dome window is covered by two 
doors, one, on the top of the window, sliding up. When this is open another one, tilting 
down, open the below window part. The first doors need to be open before the second one 
for mechanical constrains. On closing the movement need to be done in opposite way: first 
close the tilting door, after that the sliding door. Both doors are moved by two asynchrony 
motor powered by 220VAC. Fours digital output 24VCC from the controller can activate 
power contactor opening and closing both. 
In the dome six push buttons can activate manually the six dome movements. They are 
connected to the controller by six digital inputs 24V. Dome position is detected by an 
incremental encoder implemented with a sensor positioned on a dome rotation gearbox. 
Another sensor positioned on a fixed dome position is used for encoder homing. Both 
sensors are connected to the controller by digital inputs 24V. 

4.1.2.6 I/Os board 

Raspberry has 17 GPIO pins able to be programmed as input or output so these can be 
used as digital I/Os. They manage signals with few Volts with the same electric potential of 
Raspberry, it is not a good idea have a long wiring with these signals, the risk is for the 
incoming noise and electric spike, they could hang up the Raspberry CPU.  
For this purpose, an expansion board need to be developed where 8 digital signal 24Vcc 
are optoisolated and adapted to the Raspberry GPIOs voltage and 8 Raspberry digital 
outputs drives relays. Relays make outputs optoisolated so driven signals can go far away 
from Raspberry. 
 
 
For each digital input this circuit is implemented.   

 
 
 
For digital output we bought a board from the market suitable for interfacing with 
Raspberry. Unfortunately, this board reverses the commands from Raspberry, this not 
acceptable because during the Raspberry boot up for a little time all relays are on. For this 
reason, on the board an 8 inverter ports (74LS240) are applied to have the correct driving 
condition.  
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An analog input is needed in order to get the current observatory temperature. We bought 
an I2C analog to digital converter ADS1015. This is able to get 4 single ended signal or 2 
differential signals. We select the second option in order to connect one PT100 
thermoresitor, this assures e low noise signal. This is the only not optoisolated signal so it 
can’t go much far away from controller. A trimmable resistance adjust the current flowing in 
the PT100 so to have precise measure. 
 

 
 
 
An I2C FRam memory is mounted allowing the controller to save information need to be 
retained when power down. It has 32Kbyte more than enough. 
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This is the board schematic available also as external file. 
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4.1.2.7 Step motor board 

Three step motors need to be driver by the controller in order to act as focuser. For step 
motor adapting an L298 bridge is chosen. From the market is possible found chip board 
with this component and radiator.  
 

 
 
Every board need 5 digital output for driving: Enable, IN1 (A phase +), IN2 (A phase -), IN3 
(B phase +), IN4 (B phase -). It is not mandatory have the possibility to move all focus at 
the same time so phase signal can be common for all motor having maintained one enable 
signal for each motor. In this way 3 enable signal plus 4 phase signals are needed.  
No more digital output is available directly on raspberry board so the solution for increase 
its number is the use of a little board with the component PCF8574. It is a remote 8-Bit I/O 
Expander for I2C Bus.  
 

 
 
Because of step motor power signal can generate noise in the low power CPU signal is a 
good solution make outputs optoisolated. 
 
This is the board schematic available also as external file. 
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This Board is designed so to be mounted up the I/O board. Mounting is shifted so to allow 
the plug and unplug of the connectors from I/O board and Raspberry and from I/O board 
and relay board. 
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4.1.3 Software  

Using Codesys 3.5SP16 and Softmotion 4.8.0.0 an application was developed able to 
manage in the correct way all devices. This first version is marked 1.0.0.0. 
In this version all the user activities are done through web page visible using a browser 
connected to the controller IP address (http://192.168.3.100:8080/webvisu.htm). Address is 
assigned to controller by DHCP so can be different. 

4.1.3.1 Tasks 

Application is deployed on more task with different priority and interval time. 

  
 

 Ethercat task run in highest priority (0) every 4 milliseconds. It generates the position 
setpoint for both motor and send the Ethercat frame. 

 Main task run in medium priority (16) every 20 milliseconds. It manages: State 
machine for software startup, all digital I/Os directly managed by Raspberry and 
dome. 

 Slow task run in low priority (20) every 10 milliseconds. It manages all I2C devices: 
digital out for focuses, analog input for temperature reading and FRam read/write. 

  Visu task in lowest priority (31). It manages the visualization of web pages. 

4.1.3.2 Features 

In the FRam are saved two different kind of information:  
 Configuration data. Data related to the specific use in your own observatory: 

observatory location, motor speed and acceleration for axis, dome encoder, focuser 
Backlash. These data are showed in orange in the page. A button allows the change 
saving in FRam. 

 Application data. Data relating to the current position of motors, dome, shutters, 
focusers. These data are saving automatically every second and restored at next 
power up. At power current telescope right ascension is computed so it should be 
possible do a goto command without a sync. 

 
Telescope declination axis can be: 

 Synched to a specific position. 
 Moved with a smooth velocity profile to a target position. 
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 continuously moved at low speed (drift) in order to follow object with proper motion 
(e.g., comet) 

Telescope right ascension axis has the same possibility of declination plus the possibility to 
activate the tracking. Right ascension is correctly computed both with tracking on and off. 
 
Dome can rotate both manually and automatically (slaved). Shutters can be open and close 
both manually and automatically. There are six buttons for dome/shutters management: 

1. Dome right 
2. Dome left. 
3. Sliding open 
4. Sliding close 
5. Tilting open 
6. Tilting close, 

When they are pushed alone, they activated manually the function as their name. When 
push is removed motion is stopped.  
Pushing dome buttons together dome enter in “slaved” state so is following automatically 
the telescope azimuth. 
A “double click” on dome right button activates the automatic positioning on home position. 
A “double click” on dome left button activate the automatic positioning on park position. 
Pushing sliding buttons together it is activated the automatic shutters opening. 
Pushing tilting buttons together it is activated the automatic shutters closing. 
 
Focuser step motors are activated when the target position is different than the current 
position. Motors are driven with fixed frequency 100hz in start-stop way. It is possible 
define a forward or backward backlash compensation. 

4.1.3.3 Pages 

 
 
Home page shows software information and allow the observatory position set up 
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Telescope page allow the axis control. You can sync or move axis on a position or with drift 
velocity. It is possibile set the maximum speed and acceleration but for each movement 
you can have different speed from 0 to maximum.  
 

 
 
Dome page shows: 

 States of push buttons and commands for dome motors.  
 Dome position as encoder pulse and azimut. 
 Azimut position for home (home input sensor) and park. 
 Shutters condition and timers 
 Temperature in the dome 
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Focuses page shows for each focuser: 

 Current and target position 
 Working and motor enable condition 
 Backlash setting. 
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4.2 ASCOM drivers 

Because of Raspberry controller is able to manage different devices more Ascom driver are 
needed, one for each device. Drivers are developed using Microsoft Visual Studio[6] thanks 
to development tools supplied by Ascom Platform. Conformance checker was used to 
verify and validate each drivers. For all drivers conformance document was generated. 
Communication between driver and Raspberry is done via TCP/IP, Each driver uses its 
own port. Raspberry implement a UDP broadcast communication used to make know its IP 
address to the driver, in this way IP address can be discovered during the driver setup. 

4.2.1 TCS2020 Telescope 

It is the diver implementing the ITelescopeV3 interface. These are the supported features: 
 

 Alignment: Polar 
 Sync and async target and coordinate Slewing 
 Target and coordinate Sync 
 Tracking: Sireal with the possibility set right ascension and declination rate 
 Move axis support 
 Topocentric equatorial system 
 Parking on local meridian at declination 0 
 Pulse guide support 
 Aperture area and diameter and focal length are from Raspberry controller where 

can be configured. 
 Observatory site location is from Raspberry controller where can be configured. 
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4.3 Polypus 2 

4.3.1 Requirements 
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